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"After the USA and Europe, sounds of the Grand Bazaar are in Turkey now!" 
 
"A walk through the bazaar", an album consisting of the sounds of the Grand Bazaar, 
by Erdem Helvacıoğlu, one of the prominent and young representatives of the electronic 
music in our country, following the USA and Europe, is now on sale in Turkey as well. 
 
 Listening to this album, you experience an integral sound projecting the hectic life and 
hurly-burly of Istanbul, her colorful and "alla turca" aspects proper to the East. Following the 
sound recording process, Helvacıoğlu has prepared two different tracks. In the first track 
lasting about 17 minutes, he has been contented with editing the natural sounds. On the other 
hand, the second piece of about 14 minutes is a composition based on a deformation of those 
very sounds. This piece projects perfectly the mysterious and complicated atmosphere of 
Istanbul and her rhythm. A chaotic atmosphere prevails. It gives the impression that this 
music is composed specifically for a movie. 
 
 Erdem Helvacıoğlu's album is a very interesting work. Even the album's release 
adventure follows a different path. While all our musicians' ambition is to get known in USA's 
music market, Erdem Helvacıoğlu is trying his chance in Turkey with his thematically and 
structurally extraordinary work, first launched in the USA. 
 

Soysal Demir  
 
MAX MAGAZINE   August 2003 
 
 Sounds that can be heard and colors that can be seen in Istanbul's market places weave 
the structure of "A walk through the bazaar." Helvacıoğlu has produced possibly the most 
interesting album in Met Life series that has released Matmos as well, the sample masters 
from San Francisco. 
 

Özlem Gürel 
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"A romantic landscape painter working with sounds" 
 
 Young electronic musician Erdem Helvacıoğlu, who has long been working in various 
projects and performed in festivals, released his first album" A walk through the bazaar" in 
the USA. The CD, published by Locust Music from Chicago, contains a remix version of the 
title piece lasting approximately 17 minutes. Erdem has been strolling through the Grand 
Bazaar, all the time recording sounds with headphones, microphones and recorder. Now his 
aim is to launch his album in Turkey as well. 
 
 Maybe today very few people know his name, but in the future, he will be definitely 
among the rare people originating from this country in electronic music area. Erdem has 
collected the materials of the sound landscape he has envisioned in just one day. 



 
 He has used all the sounds from salesmen's shouts and porters' popular songs through 
various talks to the general buzzing. Without further analytic efforts, in a most simple way, he 
successfully shows that the sound and ryhthm of a society is not different than that of a 
musical piece. 
 
 Erdem's aim was to combine new electronic currents and ambient and house in order 
to create a new sound that can be called "glitch ambient." In this way, he would be able to 
reflect the bazaar's quiet and intense atmosphere, and furthermore, he would give the clues to 
the ambient style after The Orb. 
 
 Helvacıoğlu combined laterally and consecutively long sound elements and very short 
sound elements. He worked on these sounds first by main programs on the computer, then by 
using pluggin's. Then the resulting sounds have been mixed in the cakewalk sonar by 
hardware effect processors, and then mastered in protools. 
 
 Erdem's name has been first heard of with the group called Too Much in a compilation 
album published by Ada Music, "Sesimizi Yükseltiyoruz." Then he had the best performance 
award in Roxy with his electronic pop group Haz. Following this, he made the soundtrack of 
the movie "Fasulye." 
 
 He founded Erdem Helvacıoğlu Project (E.H.P.) that, inspired by B movies of the 
Turkish cinema, works with dirty sounds, far from the sterile sounds of electro-acoustic 
music. He has been awarded in many important electronic music contests. Many of his works 
has been performed in various biennials ans music festivals such as Most Significant Bytes, 
Pulse Field International Soundart Exhibition and CEAIT Electronic Music Festival. 
 
 Erdem has future projects that will always entail connections with abroad. One such 
project will be an album called "Orient Express" that will be based on sounds recorded in 
Istanbul, Black Sea region, interior side and eastern parts of Anatolia. 
 
 Erdem likes crowded places where human voices are melted in each other. In fact, 
what is interwoven is more than merely voices, cultures, life stories, dreams of the talking 
people, maybe their hopes and fears, most simply, their reactions. 
 
 Thus, he is attracted to jungles where an intense cultural anarchy is being transformed 
to sounds. 
 
 In these days when the oriental culture is trendy by the standards of the western public, 
his album is already on the sales list of such worldwide networks as Barnes&Noble, Tower 
and Amazon; but don't think that this is one of those mediocre east and west synthesis 
commercial works that try to exploit the world music trend. 
 
 "A walk through the bazaar" is not a "trendy" work. It is a work of observation, 
completely based on a western concept, while having the mission of providing a mirror for the 
society within which it has flourished. 
 
 Such a work that offers a new sound code suggests to change our ideas about how to 
observe what. Similar to Susan Sontag who says that "To collect pictures is to collect the 



world", he is collecting the sounds of a world. Through sounds, he is filtering the Grand 
Bazaar's world -a special place mirroring the society- in order to turn it into a mental object. 
 
 Echoing Walt Whitman, he is trying to see beyond the difference between beautiful 
and ugly, significant and insignificant; he is searching for the truth under petty appearances in 
that specific time and place where the history flows. Never being didactic, only by 
observation and projection, he is creating an extraordinary aesthetic approach. 
 
 Maybe in a sense, he is creating the musical counterpart of Dziga Vertov's "cinema-
eye" concept. 
 

Murat Beşer 
 
ROLL MAGAZINE  June 2004 
 
"IF WE DON'T RECORD, WE LOSE THEM" 
 
Erdem Helvacıoğlu is a young composer who searches for new forms of expression through 
his instrument (a laptop, in this sense, is no different than a guitar), and who exposes his 
talents publicly. He participates in various festivals and contests all around the world, 
performs everywhere, is being awarded, releases albums. His areas of interest varies from 
street sounds, salesmen's noises and kitsch longplays to traditional instruments, depths of the 
ocean, broken pieces of mirror and Yaşar Kemal, the novelist. We're on an electro-acoustic 
journey in Helvacıoğlu's interesting world. 
 
You have begun making music by guitar and rock. 
Erdem Helvacıoğlu: That's right. When I was about 11 years old, under the influence of my 
elder brother, I began learning to play first classic guitar, then electro-guitar. My first 
favorites were such bands as Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple and AC/DC. Then when I improved 
a little, I began to be interested in Al Di Meola, John McLaughlin, even got obsessed with 
virtuosity in Satriani style. Progressive music, Yes, King Crimson... All my high school life 
has passed by playing guitar. At the beginning of the university, I was already got bored by 
the music in virtuoso style. 
 
You got bored, because you were already a virtuoso, or you have realized that you would 
never be one, or there was any other reason? 
In fact, I could play pretty successfully Malmsteen's or Steve Vai's works, but there was 
nothing new in this kind of music. When what counts is not showoff, but to express yourself, 
virtuosity becomes all of a sudden insignificant. At about the time when Nirvana was at the 
peak, I began listening to grunge music and guitar punk bands such as The Clash. It was 
allright, they were real different and their expressive style was much more satisfying than 
Steve Vai, but after a while, they're not enough for you either. Finally, we're living in a 
country where the guitar is not the main instrument. Those were the years when the electronic 
music became prominent in pop through Massive Attack, Tricky and Björk. I got very much 
impressed by them. I bought my first sampler, tried my chance first time on the synthesizer, 
then in 2000, while doing the soundtrack of the movie "Fasulye", got into the details of the 
electronic music. At the end of the university, I was thinking about the future possibilities of 
this kind of music, and got registered to MIAM (the Center of Advanced Musical Researches 
in the Istanbul Technical University). I am studying to be a tonmeister and electronic music 
composer now at the doctorate level. 



 
So now you're not on good terms with the guitar? 
I play it very seldom. Sometimes I pluck the strings for half an hour a day, and sometimes I 
don't touch it for a whole week. But now I have an album project: I was thinking about a way 
to combine acoustic instruments with the electronic music, and I sent to the Locust Music a 
demo that I prepared by acoustic guitar and live electronic, both by laptop and hardware 
equipments. They liked it very much, now they're expecting from me such an album. 
 
At the beginning, what was it that you have found in electronic music that was lacking in 
guitar? 
Let's suppose that we did a song with our rock band. First, we have to make a rehearsal. We 
have to at least record it at a rehearsal studio hired for 500 dollars a day. It's a money 
consuming process. When you don't have that much money, you have to find new forms of 
expression, and you discover the possibilities of the electronic music. At the epoch, computers 
and their technologies were really cheaper. 
 
So the only reason for passing to the electronic music was the easy and cheap production 
possibilities? 
It was the primary reason, I guess. This is the case all around the world. You have the 
opportunity to do your own music by yourself, and then print it on a CD and release. This is a 
great pleasure, but surely live band music has other pleasures to offer as well. 
 
Maybe inspired by such statements as "The future music is the electronic one", you were 
aiming to be ahead of the time as well? 
For the time being, the most thrilling music is this one. It will become even more thrilling, 
because it has no limits at all. Rock got stucked. But in order to be good in electronic music, -
exactly like the guitar rock- you have to practise it for years. Not everybody who uses the 
necessary softwares or synthesizers can do something good. Those are nothing but tools, 
instruments. Compared to piano or guitar, there is not much difference in the sense that you 
have to drill and practise continuously. 
 
After 2000, what did you listen to? 
Now I'm listening mostly to ambient works and old or new classical music. Ligeti, 
Stockhausen, Xenakis or The Orb, Orbital, Brian Eno... 
 
What do you say about Brian Eno? Was he one of your  inspirations? 
His origins are in the rock, and he has a past as a producer, but simultaneously, he has adopted 
many extreme approaches, a prominent figure in the electronic music. His simultaneous 
experiences in both areas is a real advantage. 
 
Do you think you have such an advantage as well? 
My background is in rock and pop, and they stay with you forever, this is great. If my 
background had been in classical conservatory education, I would see the world with different 
eyes, probably, much more conservatively. 
 
You just said that we're living in a country where the main instrument is not guitar. On the 
other hand, you did not leave the guitar only to pass to the traditional lute, you're doing 
electronic music. 
In fact, now I'm learning to play six-stringed lute. I thought and still think that the guitar has 
nothing new to offer. If I had lived 300 years before, I would possibly turn to what was new at 



that epoch. In the final analysis, I don't refuse any of the instruments. My aim is to create the 
new music of Turkey, to take the street sounds or noises around us, and to create something 
new out of them. I frequent old second-hand bookshops, collect old longplays. Following 
musicians like Dj Shadow or Dj Spooky, I want to take some elements from our own culture 
and make something new out of them. I want to use in electronic music such traditional and 
lost instruments as "çeng", use them as acoustic elements, hence add them again in our 
culture. 
 
In "Fasulye"s soundtrack, was there any Turkish elements? 
There was Turkish flute and pipe as small samples and six-stringed lute processed in the wah-
wah. 
 
Can you tell us the story of your album "A walk through the bazaar"? 
Locust Music has an 12 albums series under the title Met Life that contains what they call 
"location sound." Every artist makes an album by recording the sounds of their own city, then 
by manipulating them in various ways. Matmos is among the ones who are lately published 
under the series. As the fourth album under the title, I recorded the sounds of the Grand 
Bazaar by Dat recorder and transformed them in computer at my home studio. 
 
You have chosen the Grand Bazaar. What did the others do? 
Reynolds has recorded a road work at Buenos Aires. This band is not really into electronic 
music; they did something semi-psychedelic with guitars and out of tune pianos. The 
American Keith Fullerton Whitman did an ambient work based on a record at the subway. Au 
from Netherlands did a psychedelic rock album that they recorded while strolling in the city 
by bike. 
 
The album includes two different tracks. The first one is directly 16 minutes of the original 
sounds that you have recorded at the Grand Bazaar. Does this seem to you interesting? 
Who would listen to such a thing? 
I disagree. We can consider the first track merely as a documentation, or as music. The sound 
of Istanbul or Diyarbakır is always different than that of Buenos Aires due to the culture and 
language. If we want to create something new, there are so many things that we can take from 
the sounds around us. But we're not aware of this fact, we don't listen to those voices around 
us. 
 
Do you listen to them? 
I have many CD's recorded in this way. While walking, I always listen to the voices. While 
people's eyes are open, my ears are alert. What do people talk, what is the general sound 
ambience? This is part of what we call culture. If we don't record and transform them, we'll 
lose all. 
 
While composing the piece in the second track, to what degree did you make use of these 
original sounds? 
First of all, there are non-processed parts where these sounds can be heard clearly. There are 
semi-processed parts where you can still recognize those outer voices. Furthermore, there are 
parts that I have completely deformed and reformed. All those three layers co-exist side by 
side and in superposition. Naturally, there are also some electronic sounds where I did not use 
any outer sounds. 
 



Helicopter, money case, animal sounds in Pink Floyd songs seemingly conform to this 
outer sounds pattern. 
There is an essential parallelism. I remember coin noises in "Money." 
 
People say that the electronic music is "cold." Do you find cold the music that you listen to 
and create? 
This is a stereotypical judgment. It is true that when you play an instrument, clearly there is a 
human element in the process, but this does not necessarily mean that it is "warmer." The only 
result of these judgments is to make people cold towards the electronic music. It is just 
another form of music. And it moves me. There can be electronic pieces that can make you 
shake, cry. Good music is the music that touches you. Since we did not grow listening to the 
electronic music, our ear is not familiar with it. But on the level of expressive capacities, there 
is no any basic difference between the sound of a solo violin and a sound emitted from a 
claptop. 
 
In 2003, you performed in the Phonem organization. 
There I used synthesizers close to analogue voices, old drum machine sounds and sounds 
prepared through the state-of-the-art softwares. Furthermore, I was playing guitar. It was a 
music including sounds and small samples from old Turkish longplays. 
 
Which longplays, for example? 
For instance, there is a very interesting one called "Turgay's tavern 2." It is a very rich mine of 
samples. 
(Out of his bag, he takes an LP on the cover of which there is a tavern image and Muppet 
Show heroes.) 
 
Strange! On the song list, there are such titles as "Çling çling frigo icecream", "Applause" 
and "You never listened to the Ankara air in this version." It seems that the logic of 
transformation and outer voices pattern of the electronic music are not lacking in this 
album either. 
One of the songs is called "Here are the advertisements." They advertise some goods in this 
song. They sing "Dinarsu carpets", they did an advertisement jingle, it's incredible. 
 
So Nil Karaibrahimgil's cunning album "Nil FM" is not the first one to do that. Let's 
change the subject. You never wanted to do music with lyrics? Such examples are rare in 
the world as well. Is the electronic music supposed to be without lyrics? 
It may be the general case, but there are many pieces combined with vocals. For instance, 
there is a concept called "sound poetry." They consider a written poem as a voice, a sound, 
then they deform it only to create a new sound pool, a new narration. 
 
For instance, there are İlhan Mimaroğlu's recordings based on Nazım Hikmet's poems. 
An Austrian firm (Chmafu Nocords) will launch an album of which I am a part. The project is 
called "Voices." Every participant composer reads and records the first and last sentences of 
their favorite book written in their own language. The recordings are uploaded in a specific 
place in Internet. Then the composers take one of those in the sound pool, manipulate them 
and create their own piece. I did a piece of 8,5 minutes using both the one I recorded and the 
other 12 writers. 
 
Which book have you chosen? 
I chose "İnce Memed." 



 
Why is this your favorite one? 
It is a novel I like very much. It has also a symbolic significance in my life. A symbol of my 
reconciliation with the Turkish culture. I studied in a special high school propounding the 
western culture. We grow out far from our own culture, our own society. Many of my friends 
still deny to listen to the Turkish music, they disdain Turkish movies. That was the case with 
me as well. "İnce Memed" symbolizes for me the break from such judgments. When I read it, 
I was about 19 years old, and I was very much impressed. 
 
Do you listen to the Turkish music? 
I listen to the old classical Turkish music of such composers as Hacı Arif Bey, Itri and Dede 
Efendi, as well as old pop songs of such musicians as Zerrin Özer and İlhan İrem. Among the 
contemporary musicians, I like Aylin Aslım, Maya and 2/5 BZ. 
 
How was the electro-acoustic festival Primavera en la Habana at Cuba this year? What did 
you do there? 
I played "Blank Mirror", one of the pieces I got awarded in the contest organized in the name 
of Luigi Russolo, the futuristic composer. This festival of 20 years old is being organized 
every two years. They invite composers from all around the world. There were many works 
combining video and DVD, works combining live instruments with the electronic, works of 
"tape music." After the revolution, Cuba has tried to introduce every new thing in their 
country. They have even established an electro-acoustic studio in Havana, even though their 
equipment is not so good. If the embargo is lifted, they can improve dramatically. 
 
What is your impression of Cuba? Did you record any street sounds there as well? 
Certainly there is a sadness resulting from the poverty. But it's a thrilling culture, and they all 
are enthusiastic people. They make music all the time everywhere, and they dance incredibly 
well. I recorded a few CD's of sounds. In the side streets, I suddenly encountered a few people 
walking on long wooden legs, they were getting prepared for a spectacle. A trumpet, a few 
percussion instruments... I walked side by side with them, and recorded their voices, for 
instance. 
 
I guess you have just returned from Belfast. How was the Sonorities Contemporary Music 
Festival over there? 
It was the best festival I have ever joined. Stockhausen opened the festival. Such people as 
Deniz Smalley and Natasha Barrett were among the performers. I played "Below the Cold 
Ocean", my other piece awarded at the Russolo contest. The venue was Sonic Art Research 
Center, it was a fascinating site. They have placed 40 speakers. On the ground of the place 
there were grids, deep down under 5 meters, 8 speakers and spots oriented above, plus, on our 
level and 10 meters above, speakers and spots again... It was such an impressive atmosphere... 
 
You have talked about some of your projects. Is there anything else in these days? 
I did the music of a play, "Rainbow" that will have its premiere at the end of May at the 
Istanbul Theatre Festival. In July, there will be a concert in France, and in September, a 
biennial at Milan. There is a musician called John Wilson who played guitar at Meat Beat 
Manifesto and did many movies' soundtracks. I contacted him. Towards the end of the 
summer, we will do an album together. Also I will participate in Diyarbakır Festival, we're 
doing a joint project with Venge Sodiri group whose songs are in Zaza language. 


